What is **Expected** of us at OPR???
What are Social Smarts?

• We use our **social smarts** whenever we are around other people

• Using **social smarts** means understanding that others have thoughts about us and we have thoughts about them

• We use our **social smarts** everywhere!
One part of **social smarts** is knowing that kids think about how other kids behave.

We figure out how to behave based on where we are and what we are **expected** to do at that time.
• We think about whether kids are doing what is expected.
• For example, we notice if other kids’ brains and body are part of the group.
Expected: Body is Part of the Group

• If your **body is part of the group**, then you are keeping your body close to other people in the group without touching them
Expected: Brain is part of the group

• If your **brain is part of the group**, you are using your eyes to watch the teachers and others in the group.

• This shows your are thinking about what is happening in the group.

• You are **thinking with your eyes** to help you understand what is expected.
• When we do what is **EXPECTED**
  people have **GOOD THOUGHTS**
  about us!!!!!
• When people have **good thoughts** about us, we feel good and others feel good about us too.
UH OH....

• Sometimes people don’t do what is expected!
• When this happens it’s called doing the unexpected.
• We think about whether kids are doing what is unexpected.
• We notice when their brain or body are NOT a part of the group.
• This means that kids are doing their own thing and not looking and thinking about others around them.
• No matter where we go, when someone does the unexpected people have uncomfortable thoughts about that person.
• When people have **uncomfortable thoughts** about us, we don’t feel so good about ourselves and others don’t feel great about us either.
• We can use our **eyes** and **ears** along with what we know in our **brains** to figure out what is **expected** and even what may happen next.
• What types of behaviors do you think are **EXPECTED** at OPR??
• What types of behaviors do you think are unexpected at OPR????
Expected

- Keep our hands and feet to ourselves
- Be quiet in hallways
- Walk down the hallways and at dismissal
- Silent dismissal
- Listen
- Show respect
- Be kind to everyone- Be a Peace builder!!!!

Unexpected

- Hitting, kicking
- Talking in the hallways
- Not listening
- Being disrespectful
- Treating others unkindly